Hornstraße, with its expansive front gardens and central green space, was once part of Lenné’s plans for an inner-city boulevard. Innovative forms of usage, traffic and open spaces – occurring at the point of friction where urban life and new mobility meet – are to be explored for the popular residential street, without taking away any of its historical character.

Cemeteries are in a state of transition – an ideal time to develop visionary concepts. Using the Frankfurt Main Cemetery as an example, new strategies for cemeteries of the future are therefore sought. The time horizon is the year 2050! Two sections within the cemetery are to undergo reinterpretation from structural, programmatic and atmospheric perspectives. These sections are also to be integrated into the overall ensemble of landscape and architecture and to be linked to the surrounding urban space.

A landscape planning vision is sought for the largely overbuilt Viinikanoja River to increase the city of Tampere’s green spaces. What concepts can transform this current grey location into a dynamic leisure space that serves as an ecological corridor connecting two lakes? The surrounding neighbourhoods are undergoing major changes in usage, an opportunity to re-discover the Viinikanoja and lay down walking and cycling ways.
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